
1. Nationwide Summary

2. Power Generated and Purchased Overview (10-Co. Total)

3. Power Generated and Purchased Change by Company and Month (%)

10-Co.
Total 5.1 11.8 2.5 1.6 1.0 5.9 1.6 -3.1 -8.2 -4.8 -5.2 -8.1 -12.0 -9.1 

Remarks:  Figures up to August 2011 are confirmed values.
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Total electricity generated and purchased across the ten companies in September 2011 declined by 9.1% from the last
year to 76.83 billion kWh, mainly due to decreased cooling demands caused by relatively lower temperatures in
September than the previous year, and to the efforts of companies and residential customers for saving electricity.

(Breakdown)
Hydro:
Hydroelectric generation increased by 29.7% from last year to 6.39 billion kWh due mainly to higher flow rates than a
year earlier.

Thermal:
The decrease in the amount of electricity generated by nuclear power led to a year-on-year 11.9% increase in thermal
power generation to 48.70 billion kWh.

Nuclear:
The capacity factor, of those excluding Japan Atomic Power Company, was down from last year, resulting in a year-on-
year 33.2% decrease in nuclear power generation to 7.26 billion kWh.
Capacity factors in September 2011 and September 2010 were 21.8% and 65.7%, respectively (Japan Atomic Power
Company figures excluded).

[Flow Rates]
The flow rate across the nine companies (except for Okinawa) was 129.8%.
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Note: In accordance with a ministerial ordinance to revise a portion of electricity-related reporting regulations, the following revisions have been made since the
May 2010 report.
- The power generation breakdown now includes the category, “renewable energy, etc. (wind, photovoltaic, geothermal, etc.)”.
- Geothermal power was moved from “thermal power generation” to “renewable energy, etc.”
- The category of “pumped storage power” was added.
In addition, the rates of increase from months of the previous year for the categories, “thermal power”, “renewable energy, etc.” and “pumped storage power”, are
calculated based on the revised classifications.
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